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South Dakota water lottery
The South Dakota state Water Board has to
determine when existing groundwater sources are
‘fully appropriated.’ (used to the limit by farmers
for irrigation). Applications for fully appropriated
aquifers.

A

30-day

time

period

is

set

for

applications, which are then placed in a lottery
drawing

system.

announced.

This

The
is

winners
the

first

will

then

be

time

for

this

procedure; South Dakota is the first (US) state to
allocate water resources by lottery.

Comment: Another bizarre example of valuable
state

assets

being

gifted

to

profit-seeking

enterprises. The water in South Dakota, is has
been established belongs to the people, and should
be a source of revenue for them. Gifting it to
businesses deprives the good folks of SD a relief
from taxation. It gets worse: distributing it by
lottery means that the precious water may not be
used for the most productive use.

By definition, valuable goods distributed by lottery
are given away below the price that would balance
supply and demand. We accept this for college
places because society demands that educational
opportunity should depend solely on ability to pay.
But giving away publicly-owned assets for free or
by lottery to business enterprises is economic
illiteracy.

This is not the only example of such naiveté that
can be found in the arch-capitalist US of A: oildrilling licences, radio-spectra, hunting permits,
rafting permits, student accommodation are all
given away by lottery! Wake up you citizens of
America!

Reclaim

what

is

yours!

Stop

the

corporate free-loading! Stop the lotteries for public
assets!
Source:
http://www.argusleader.com/story/opinion/readers
/2014/10/20/voice-south-dakota-waterlottery/17595461/

The South Dakota State Legislature passed a firstin-the-nation law this year in the field of natural
resources. The state will use a “lottery system” for
the

issuance

of

certain

state-managed

water

permits. The water lottery system is combined with
a moratorium on water use for identified water
bodies managed by the state.
Under current South Dakota law, all water within
the state’s jurisdiction is property of the people of
the state. The right to the use of water may be
acquired by private parties and municipalities by a
state-managed appropriation procedure. The state
has been historically a first in time, first in right
state when granting water use rights. South
Dakota’s “water management” jurisdiction does
not, however, apply to Indian Country or on
federal lands. Water use in South Dakota is
authorized when the state Water Management
Board grants a private, beneficial use of the state’s
water resources. An example of a private use is an
irrigation permit. A water use permit is issued

either as a new water use or as a vested water
right for an existing water use if it predates 1955.
The new water lottery system comes into play in
situations

where

the

state

Water

Board

has

determined that an existing groundwater source is
‘fully

appropriated.’

A

water

source

is

fully

appropriated when the state rules that no new or
further access to the water should be granted
because it would prejudice the ability of the water
source to recharge to an acceptable level. The
lottery

system

will

not

apply

to

open

or

unappropriated aquifers.
The Water Board, under the new legislation, can
accept water permit applications for even a fully
appropriated aquifer. A 30-day application time
period also will be set for a fully appropriated
aquifer

by

public

notice.

The

notice

gives

prospective applicants the right to apply under the
lottery system. The applications are then placed in
a lottery drawing system. The actual method for
drawing successful applicants has not yet been
implemented, but it will be announced in the next
several weeks. The “winning” applicants then will

have

to

moratorium

wait
on

under
approval

the

state’s

of

permits

five-year
in

those

instances when the state has made a designation
of a fully appropriated aquifer.
A lottery system for resource development permits
has been used in the past, but never by a state for
access to state-managed water. The U.S. Bureau
of Land Management used a lottery system for
granting oil and gas leases until 1987 but has not
used it since. The state, of course, does not call
this new law a lottery system. I do. The new,
unchallenged law describes the lottery system as a
procedure in which “the board shall create a
priority list using a random selection process to be
determined by the board.” This new lottery system
is an effort to cure problems in past experiences
when an aquifer is placed in a moratorium. One
cannot criticize the conceptual fairness of the new
law. The statutes attempt to treat water permit
applicants seeking access to a particular aquifer
equally by using the “random selection process” in
a moratorium scenario. The law itself has some
challenges in its language as well as in its untested

procedure. It is soon to be implemented by the
state

Water

Department

Board
of

and

the

Environment

South

Dakota

and

Natural

Resources. The new law is a unique effort by the
state to deal with natural resources stewardship
issues. In that regard, the Legislature should be
applauded.
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